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Readers,
I’m greeting you again at the beginning of a wonderful collection
of works contributed by a wonderful group of people. And let me say, I
can’t wait for you to see what orangepeel has organized for you this time
around.
Our vision for “collage of us” is a gathering of introspective works
inspired by the form of collage. We valued stream of consciousness,
pieced-together works, and those that wear their inspirations on their
sleeves. With these beautiful contributions, our ultimate plan was to
create a collage of our own, composed of distinct and memorable pieces.
The stafff was worried that “collage of us” was too vague a theme,
and were originally preparing for it to be a special half issue. This makes
it all the more delightful that we received more submissions than ever
before, which is double the amount that we received for “Take A Slice &
Stay A While.” Wowza. As you can see, so many of those works fĳit
“collage of us” perfectly that we decided to make what are essentially two
issues with the selected works. Again, wowza. Never did we expect to get
so much attention, and we want to thank each and every one of you for
your interest.
Part 1 of “collage of us” features so many beautiful orange peels. If
you’re new to the mag, orange peels are little details in the magazine that
have stuck with our stafff members throughout the submission and
design process. In this magazine, you’ll fĳind a cherry in a cooler of ice, a
tattoo of a plastic bag, a wet copy of Anna Karenina, and an old
computer monitor that’s been given new life, among so many other
beautifully memorable pieces and parts. This is a collage-inspired
magazine, after all.
As always, here is a list of the places that our contributors have
identifĳied themselves as being from: Australia, Austria, Canada, China,
Czechia, India, Italy, the Philippines, Poland, Singapore, the United
Kingdom, and the United States. We’re always thrilled to publish work
from creators all around the world.
I hope you enjoy this issue and fĳind these works as illuminating as
our stafff does. If you’re a fan, be sure to keep an eye out for the second
part of this issue!

Gabby

editor of orangepeel
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Luna Maluna Gri

What is real?
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Robert Okaji

Letter to Chopra from the
Dung Beetle’s Star
Dear Sudhanshu: Where is the world, and what space
in it might I claim should I stumble through the glass
door into the surrounding whiteness? At least snow
reduces the number of pesky insects, although a fly
is buzzing around my garret in flagrant disregard of this
belief. Speaking of flies, did you know they possess
taste buds on their feet? I'm thinking this feature would
not enhance my lifestyle, as I'd prefer to see or smell
the delectable (or not-so-delectable) morsels I'm about
to consume. And there are shoes to consider, not to mention
the distance from foot to nostril, and my general lack
of flexibility. There would be advantages, too, though
we'll not consider them here. I admit to feeling astray
in this new place, that I might need to tether myself to earth
with long lengths of silk line to prevent the wind from whisking
me away. Winter oozes brown and gray; grocery stores neglect
my desired ingredients; scorpions never stroll across the ceiling.
I so want to sink roots here, but bedrock blunts my shovel,
no matter where I dig. And there is landscape. Is it crazy to say
I miss watching dung beetles rolling poop balls across
the crushed rock driveway toward their dark burrows?
How I wish that I, too, could steer home by starlight. I
read an account of entomologists attaching "hats" to
the beetles, rendering them incapable of seeing the Milky Way
and thus fĳinding their underground dwellings. Does this
describe your unsupported search for purpose? Unable
to tap into that obscured celestial light source? The stack
of books I'm gathering to send you grows taller by the week,
and I worry that the weight of these accumulated wisdoms
might burden you beyond all reason. But maybe they'll provide
an anchor, enable a delicate reorientation within your family's
confĳining orbit. Which is wishful, but heartfelt, coming from
a fellow outsider looking in. Perhaps we'll fĳind a way to navigate
these delicate skies, this treacherous cosmos, to where we
belong, one step, one word, at a time. Until then, I remain
your steadfast if unmoored friend, Bob.
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Delta N.A.

One Night in Oaxaca
11

Wildfĳire
Dreams
Quicksilver
Adrenaline
Not a rich kid
Not a cool kid
Just marked brown kid
Thunder howling
Make a wish
Body Parts
Oxygen
Sea salt
Courage
Just marked immigrant
Low tide
Magic
Calcium
Stillness
Take a deep breath
Melancholy
Punk rock
The blues
Between countries
Just marked other
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Nancy Mungcal

Just Marked

Other as a verb
Carbon
Fears
Hope
Hold this tight
Clipped wings
Silenced
Deep end
Listen to your gut
Nitrogen
Love
Attach it to your heart
Currents
Just marked broken
Hydrogen
Roots
Bruises
Screaming
Flash floods
Just marked female
Medication
Phosphorus
You’ll be ok
Fireworks

Oormila Vijayakrishnan Prahlad

Roots

I drape myself in a diorama of stars.
Nothing can bridge this distance—
sediment of years. I bargain for peace
with old bloodlines—I am the one
who chose to pull the oceans between
our bodies. Closure evades me now—
tarnished heirloom,
a diamond-head
cleaving through
unfamiliar bone.
I return to dishevelled grounds—
a mutiny of weeds and blue vipers.
Malcontent daughters materialise,
jewelled heads bowed, weighing
on brittle vertebrae. They plot
points of rebellion—prayers
fray—faint thrum of tongues.
I cannot arrive at tabula rasa,
pleat back the decades—roots
to overripe fruit—I stumble
through braided horizons to
drown my guilt in ancestral waters.
This shall be my salvation—walking
through groves of casuarinas,
threading together my penance,
mourning this timeworn world,
difffusing into fragmenting spirals.
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Sam Moe

Red/Restaurant/
Cherry/Father
There is pincushion moss and there is this
dizzying red tomato that you slice into
thirds, then eighths. I watch you arrange
the small red pieces, like checkers, never
hearts, until you have created a
centerpiece so sweet it turns my cheeks
hot. We are in the midst of service, taking
care of the indoor plants so they don’t
grow out of control onto the guest’s
plates, wrapping rubber bands around
our fĳingers so we don’t feel the scald of
the hot plates. Will you look after me,
after all is said and done?
There are chandeliers with ribbons
hanging around their centers, we are
careful to avoid the lightbulbs so as not to
burn beneath the glow. And I don’t see
the fathers anywhere, I think they have
disappeared into the private dining suites
so they can discuss wallpaper colors and
biscuit consistency. The fathers do not
care that I am at dinner, that we are
engaging with each other. You busy? you
ask. I shake my head no. Do you want to
be? Of course I do, so I take the knife out
of your hand and begin to slowly cut into
the honey bulbs. They ooze out
sweetness, and their hard outer shells are
orange as a sun.
It could be helpful if I stayed by your side
for the rest of the evening. There is a
Saturn loneliness, the kind that you can’t
store inside of cofffee fĳilters or seed bags.
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The kind of loneliness that turns into a
ghost who slams the cabinet doors. This
ghost needs a hug. This ghost does not
like the color blue.
There are party guests with champagne
flutes that look like toys, and someone
tells you a rumor, but you only catch the
tail-end. There is a bathtub in the center
of the room with a small sign next to it
that says don’t and there are boughs of red
clay made to look like dough, twisted into
galettes, with ceramic blueberries nestled
in the center.
I should like to abandon my heart, I tell
you. You nod your head, focused on the
task at hand. There are true pears to be
sliced, never peeled, there are hurts, eyes
carved into forks and knives, the
restaurant is in full bloom. But I was
never meant to return, yet here I am,
again and again I hide my body in the
space between the registers and the ice
cream bar. The servers all know my name,
but we are not friends, there is a
thunderstorm going on outside but I see
no lightning, there is something beating
in my chest that I don’t have a name for,
and there is you, taking my hand and
tugging me down the hallway towards the
cooler.
Where the best cherries are hidden, you
say, fĳishing in the ice, like cold gems the
size of fĳists, betwixt are cherries that
remind me of my mother, cherries like the
holidays all smelling of well-whiskey. Am
I truly at home, with you, or do I just not
feel scared when you take my head in your
hands? I don’t want to return to service. I
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know there are guests who are hot, guests
who don’t know how to tie bowties,
guests who think they know my name,
but they don’t. And the lamps are ribbed
like pineapples, and the restaurant sign
flickers on and offf, I am tying and retying
my apron as you take the pits from my
mouth.
Where are the fathers, you ask, and I
shrug. How should I know, I reply. There
are hundreds of fathers, thousands of
fathers more, still waiting in the
vestibule, for their eldest daughters to
return to them. We are busy hiding, we
are busy becoming twisted and exhausted
beneath disco lights, we are no longer
women, and we dislike the fathers.
I was going to return home, to an empty
house, but everyone wants me to stay for
conversation and criticism. The hours
twist; it’s late, there are empty beer
bottles and a man leaning against the bar
with a handful of old popcorn. Soon we
will light candles and candies on fĳire,
soon fathers will cheer as we hand them
their dinners. I do not
know where the others are, the sisters and
the siblings and the parrots. There are no
mothers, there is only us and this burning
sensation I mistake for love. Rather than
telling you how I feel, maybe I could tell
you to press right here, into the space
between my thumb and forefĳinger, until
the scar disappears. I want soup and I
want Band-Aids that don’t hurt when I rip
them offf. I wish my hair weren’t green,
I wish I weren’t the daughter who threw
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the confetti, the daughter who hates
roses, the daughter with new scars and
old scars, stomach aches, grapefruit
perfume. I want to be around that
summertime feeling, when June and July
hold hands, and I forget I have a family.
I don’t want to be an embarrassment, I
don’t want to eat cilantro, I don’t want to
fall in love with mozzarella cheese water
and the way you laugh when you’re
cooking. I begin to forget we are in the
kitchen; I forget which stove is the tricky
one, which lobster claw is the poisonous
one. I am not sorry, and I am not good at
telling the truth.
Maybe we can leave together and lay on
the embankment. There will be stars
whose names we can’t remember, and
these stars will be hidden behind the
clouds. Loud and blue-yellow enter the
lightning bolts into the sky, but we aren’t
going to get burned, we aren’t beautiful
enough to be turned into gods.
Soon it is twelve, soon I am sorry I am not
around as often as I would like, soon we
walk out in a pack of twenty-fĳive, each of
us modeling the three-plate carry, some
of us wearing bags slung over our
shoulders that are fĳilled with ice and
wine, dripping a thin trail of cold like an
irritated and rude slug, but it doesn’t
matter because the fathers are impressed,
the room is glorious, there is no imposter
syndrome, there is no love, there is only a
thin veil of separation between their
plates of food and the knife which severs
the meat.
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Sam McKenna

almost stranger
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Katie McGowan

Grouping 1

Katie McGowan
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Grouping 2
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Willow Kang

Gloriari
i.
Touch a fĳinger to the sternum and caress
the pulse that drums as cities of rabbits
collapse into dust, the love stories that remain
unexcavated, & how a nosy archaeologist
in years to come, will muddle this secluded
sanctity of departed unions
ii.
We lie on beds of paper joss
The malign phoenixes are a sour dream now,
spoilt grape wine staining the shirts
on the laundry wire, or
a musical box preaching in the attic the
sermons from Ash Wednesday
The fĳiring squad turned on themselves &
now the villagers whisper about them, those
renegades without honor
but we will sing our ancient elegies for them, how
godlike a rifle can make a mortal out to be

iv.
What the landlocked fĳish said you will say now,
gasping as aspiring gods make fĳire rain from above &
fĳields you flew kites on become a living cofffĳin
In the dream you danced among the seashells
collected in summer, when the apartments
aren’t yet underfed skeletons reduced to what
miners die for, but you remember what they said,
that everything is borne from stardust
v.
A butterfly garden, unwilted lilacs,
suitcases to the countryside
these are what the explorers quest for, moving through
the marshes on their lilypad stilts
one sleeps for evermore in this casket of mangrove roots,
another courts the water nymphs
What lies beneath the water is not ours to study
The elysian fĳields wait where the marshes end
but with you, my love, it would not be so terrible
to fĳind that Scylla and black straits follow

iii.
It is the tattling television antenna
that fĳirst rouses her, clueless about how
her son came to be the hapless executioner
in this glittering arena of air castles
Swimsuits become shrouds in pools of acid,
skis the remain of what has broken
& cannot be mended, at least not to
be sentient again,
the wine chalice from Communion,
splinters that split her palm
when she told them of her bloodthirst
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Sam Moe

Summer
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Lily Inskip-Shesnicky

my body

Sara Havekotte

Menagerie of
1,000 Year Old Blankets
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tears like twangs of stars or
what is that—beautiful and subtle
beauty in the pause
of the music, not
where it is playing—no
where it is not, where my ears
lungs thirst for more
fĳine lines and dipped ink, an unintelligible understanding
but I am more than that
you see—I am more than my eyes lungs head heart
breasts chest stomach flat and sucked in
I hold my hands over my own breasts
think—why do I feel this way
tears like soft hail
dissociating snowflakes
and I move your hand, say
“something is wrong with me,
I feel as if I cannot be intimate
I don’t know when it began, but
it won’t stop.”
I put your hand over my breast then
and you do not understand,
how could you understand
because I have not told you, I cannot
I cannot articulate what it means
to be a sexual being to
wish to be sexualized and wanted and
terrifyingly I do think I’m beautiful, deep in the earth
terrifyingly I am not afraid of my body, it can do (I think)
exactly what it was made to do
and is that not
terrifying?
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Leah Stauber

adopt me, stevie
clothe me in your famous layers
gauzy blacks, smooth velvets
sheets of gossamer lilac
to try on Bella Donna
foster a lost daughter
eclipse her in top hats and capes
till she is found
or forgets what lost is
pair lace shawls with leather
drape the layers until
the moon accepts me, too,
as one of her own
do the stars call to you?
do their ethereal voices leave
trails of gold dust
you just can’t shake
I would ask you to adopt me
but here you are
mother of songbirds
of wandering souls
enchantress of hazy dreams
celestial queen
is it too late for me
is your world full

Marta

narcissistic manicure
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cj jennifer

PAPER CLIPS. BUTTONS. A
STAPLE, OR TWO.
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i.
in the grey, halfhearted sunlight through liminal space library
windows, 'as the north wind howled' spit out words that curled around
bones splintering from loneliness and cold. demanded to be shared. it
was almost winter. a tuesday afternoon.
ii.
pretend we are together on a january night in berlin. this time last
year, you were texting me from a bar on the east side of the old wall and i
responded with love from my bed on the west side of central park. it
wasn't yet symbolic. alone again, i will walk those streets, take photos
nothing as evocative as yours. throw them to the void and stupidly hope
you both are and aren't there to catch.
iii. phillip glass. the museum of modern art. tablescapes. hiking
boots. those meals with all the tiny dishes and so many bites of food. i
arrange this poem like a pentagram for summons but pray they don't
equate. you still aren't here.
iv.
memories tie us together but they fray, soft at the edges like only
time and distance can break. neither of us believe that rings are the
standard in eternity but we can put faith in algebra. integers that stack
up one by one and ignore the infĳinities between. addition, and
multiplication. two kids. a million futures.
v.
i know if i handed you the fasteners you would pin our fragments
together in some topology, an approximation of a whole. but they
slipped from my fĳingers onto the floor. caught in the shoes of our friends
passing by, carried away and lost forever. i'll always love you but it
doesn't matter. we are both too full of holes.
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Adrian Ernesto Cepeda

Lovers alone wear sunlight¹
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You kiss the back of my legs
and I want to cry.² In the heat
of her hands I thought, this is
the campfĳire that mocks the sun.³
yours is the light by which
my spirit’s born: yours is
the darkness,⁴ as long as the sun
exists, your name will exist⁵
like a sun-fĳilled window,
there are souls that you feel
to lean forward to,⁶ your belly
the sun seed I planted in
my chest.⁷ “Her Spanish
sounds like sunlight drying
a wet shirt. She’s delicadeza⁸
She was a pure spirit, easily
susceptible to emotion, one
moment she’d be crying,
like sunshine after a shower.⁹
Isn’t it enough to be out
walking together in the sunlight?¹⁰

through a window, which I
stand in, warmed,¹¹ the sun
comes out of your body like
a fruit.¹² I had been lost to
you, sunlight, and flew
like a moth to you, sunlight,
Oh, your love is sunlight¹³
[But] Is it love, the way
you toss your head and
create the sun?¹⁴ If you
are the rising sun, I am
the road of blood.¹⁵ And
there is, for me, no diffference
between writing a good
poem and moving into
sunlight against the body
of a woman I love.¹⁶ Oh,
your hair is red-gold, redgold, your skin is like
sunlight on snow.¹⁷ He
smiled, and his face was

¹ E.E. Cummings, “unlove’s the heavenless hell and homeless home”
² Shauna Barbosa, “GPS”
³ Jeanette Winterson, Written on the Body
⁴ E.E. Cummings, “silently if, out of not knowable”
⁵ from a wall relief on the West Wall in the Chapel of Rameses I
⁶ Federico García Lorca, source unknown
⁷ Octavio Paz, “A Tale of Two Gardens”
⁸ Eugene Gloria, “The Verb To Lick”
⁹ Gustave Flaubert, in a letter to Louise Colet
¹⁰ Jess Walter, Beautiful Ruins

¹¹ Jessie Burton, The Miniaturist
¹² Homero Aridjis, Blue Spaces
¹³ Hozier, “Sunlight”
¹⁴ Stimie
¹⁵ Octavio Paz, “Motion”
¹⁶ Audre Lorde, “Uses of the Erotic: The Erotic as Power”
¹⁷ Tennessee Williams, “The Mutilated”
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like the sun.¹⁸ The fĳirst
summer was pure happiness.
I was experiencing another
human being, I was barefoot
in the sand so fĳine, it was as
if it breathed beneath my feet.
It was as if I were living within
soft walls of sunlight and desire
and…happiness,¹⁹ to me, when
you leap²⁰ as if she were
the sun, yet he saw her, like
the sun, even without looking²¹
But then you came back again:
as sun on water. I reached for
you, skimmed my hands over
the light,²² but soft! What light
through yonder window breaks?²³
and we didn’t need to talk about
it,²⁴ only the sun has come this
close, only the sun.²⁵

¹⁸ Madeline Miller, The Song of Achilles
¹⁹ Liv Ullman on Ingmar Bergman, Liv & Ingmar
²⁰ E.E. Cummings, “XLIX”
²¹ Leo Tolstoy, Anna Karenina
²² Nicole Callihan, “The End of the Pier”
²³ William Shakespeare, Romeo & Juliet
²⁴ Liv Ullman on Ingmar Bergman, Liv & Ingmar
²⁵ E.E. Cummings, “unlove’s the heavenless hell and homeless home”
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Louise Kim

Elegy to Synechdoche
immigrant tongue foreign tongue imported tongue from somewhere far
somewhere foreign somewhere less than. tongue does not know how to.
tongue does not know how to curve and bend like the natives’ do. tongue
is not native they say. tongue is not native, tongue repeats tongue
parrots. tongue feels out of place never rooted never content never white
picket fence or one bedroom apartment or two point three kids. always
drifting in a sea of foreign sounds always othered always barely scribbled
into the margins but always there. a forever-stain.
tongue does not pre-natally know. tongue did not come out of womb
and say with grace, si-nec-doe-key. tongue tripped out of mama’s uterus,
and, stuttering, whimpered: sain-eek-doke. the other tongues the native
tongues not all but most they pointed they laughed menacing laughed
like you are other like you are not wanted like you are not welcome in
this space. tongue red with shame, red like blaze that burn building
down until ash smoke eye sting flame. until charred flesh choke grey
choke lung clog throat and voice never return again.
until mysterious man native man take you to room and ask you question.
where are your parents? tongue muster up speech tongue is barely heard
they in the building. so they’re dead. no they not. i gonna go fĳind them.
i’m sorry, tongue, your parents are dead. they have burnt to bone they
have returned to the earth where they came from. when will i see mama
again? never. mama promised we die together. together me and her. does
that mean i die now? why didn’t she wait to go? where will i eat and
where will i sleep? what reason do i have now to live? what about my
poetry exercises? don’t weep, tongue, don’t get ahead of yourself. don’t
worry beyond your lips. you can talk about all that when you’re dead.
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Emily Kenney

USA
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Devon Bohm

Magellan of the
Dogwood Trees
I want to go somewhere I’ve never seen,
somewhere brand new and unknown.
Somewhere I don’t recognize,
somewhere I can’t believe is real,
can’t believe exists in the same world as me.
In 2007, Jason Lewis completed the fĳirst known
human-powered circumnavigation of the globe
while I was beginning again in college,
seeing the dogwoods bloom for the fĳirst time.
He had started when I was fĳive
and my father was dying,
just starting to die.
In college, I learned that Chaucer
called the dogwood a whippletree
and that the fruit of most species is edible,
used to treat colds, the bark a natural way
to bring a fever down
while Jason Lewis said goodbye to dolphins
and sunsets made of magenta and wheat gold
undeliberate and unwatched
except by his own two eyes
and I started on the process
of forgiving a dead man.
To be a true circumnavigation,
you must pass through two points
diametrically opposite on the globe to each other.
Antipodes, a word that sounds like an insect,
a little worm sneaking into your brain
to let you know: your antipode is somewhere
in the middle of the Indian Ocean—
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unreachable and unknowable without
tunneling straight through the Earth.
We didn’t let my father become
rotted through the heartwood,
we burned him in a fĳire as hot
as our world’s molten core
before his blood began to pool,
before the organs went necrotic,
before I could say goodbye.
It was two years into Jason Lewis’s voyage,
eleven years before a boy
would hit me in the face
when I went to leave him
or maybe it was that I was trying to stay—
sometimes they’re the same thing.
My father wouldn’t have cared which,
and for him I hit back,
my bones rattling like pennies
under my thin, dogwood-petal skin.
Sometimes, when I meet new people
and tell them my story,
they tell me I have lived a life.
They tell me how surprised they are to hear
the miscellaneous memories,
the scrap and detritus of all I’ve lived
clotting together as untoothed dogwood leaves
throughout the sweet, sweet stone of my brain—
hard and unmovable and red
as the carnelian gem of a tree fruit.
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They’re supposed to be spongy,
but trauma is a solidifying force.
Jason Lewis knows that.
I bet the trauma of coming home
broke him in two.
All the poets know:
the trauma’s never in the leaving,
the trauma always lives in the gap
between the remembered and the real.
This is what we call God:
the gap, the journey, the dogwood, the ghost.
This is what I call a battle cry
for a future me:
I want to go somewhere I’ve never seen.
I want to world to surprise me, again.

Emily Rudnick

Renter’s Addendum
40
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Ruth Witter

Mulberries in
Midwestern Spring

There are little white bugs
Crawling
Up and down my fĳingertips.
Rotting, the mulberries
Drop and stain.
My tennis shoes: bright red and purple.
I try to eat one,
To bite, to chew, to taste.

But textures dive across my thumb,
Digging into the flesh and drawing blood.
I hide my fĳingers in my pockets,
The fork and spoon: too heavy.The sun is bright as Sunday evening,
My grandfather’s offfĳice park: dark and dismal.
The mulberry tree is up the bend,
Around the corner,
Over the gravel path,
By the rose bushes.

But bugs gnaw my fĳingernails,
Scurry from chin to cheek.

The pie is served
On spit-soaked forks,
Washed in warm baths by ungloved hands,
Food touched by other people’s skin.

How do I tell my grandmother?
That there are bugs in the berries
We’re supposed to use to fĳill
Sixteen jam jars and half as many pies?

I smile and choke it down.

And then I sit at the table,
Almost eating.

My throat is thick and stained
Blue like mulberry juice,
Coating my fĳingers and running down my chin.
I can still feel the bugs on the nape of my neck.
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Kenneth Pobo

For an Editor who
Requested a More Personal
Biographical Note

I like wind chimes, sparks, and corn on the cob,
but not phones, grease, or ruined weekday naps.
I grew up a sissy in Illinois—
I had few friends though my best one was Bob
Dobolina who wore pink baseball caps.
On our street it was hard to be a boy
who liked playing dress-ups or paper dolls.
School was another attack in the halls.
These days you can fĳind me out in the yard
since I’m always behind with my weeding.
My husband sits on the glider reading.
I lost a rose bush last June—that was hard,
especially during a tragic year
when death walked up to us, getting too near.

Nina Yushan Lai

Untitled (Blue and Green)
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Sophia Lucia

LMNO P
I can tell the months of this city based on what fruits are in season. Quand je suis
venue ici, c’etait les raisons et les kakis (when I got here,) I had never seen a
persimmon before. I bought one, I thought it was a tomato, I bit into it, it was not a
tomato.
Let me paint you the picture, I’m in the middle of breakfast trying to fĳigure out what
to do for dinner. ‘The Thought,’ is oft more sublime than in real-time actuality. Like
a cozy cabin secluded in rolling meadows or mall decorations for Christmas (all I
want,)
Is that brick red lipstick I lost on my twenty-fĳirst birthday. And a Swifffer Wet Jet.
And just fĳive more minutes! And maybe a couple more dishrags…
HowmanydrinksareyougoingtofeedmedoyouhavesomethingIcanuseasasidetablean
difĳit’safĳix can you just pay me directly after the show? Cause I don’t wanna be
chasing my money!
Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday
Sunday
Honey!
I live uphill, don’t you know about it?
Cause I took the shortcut but I’m walkin’ real slow. I’m living the dream and I’m
sleeping it all away somedays! And other days, I’m on my game… Somedays, I’ll take
one of everything! And other days, can I get mines plain?
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JK! LMNOP
JK! LMNOP
JK, elameno….

I was out dancing and the millionth person started playing with my hair and I
turned around and I said “Are you fucking stupid?? Don’t touch my hair and don’t
touch me!” and the guy just started laughing, and sometimes I feel like an animal
in a petting zoo in a crowded room when I wear my hair down. And senators are
only allowed to drink water and milk during proceedings. And they have this bowl
of Hershey’s Chocolates that is slowly depleting. And I think that sometimes we
think that we can’t make a difference because we are all just one person. What can
we do about it? Pre-packaged, double-bag it, gotta have it.
and like, the Amazon is burning, and the coral reefs are bleaching,

and the icecaps are melting, and the universe is expanding,

so what’s the point?

became the president of the United States
???
What difference can I make? My footprint is a speck on the windshield of the world.
But actually, I take out the trash at least once a week and I live alone! I could fill a
whole landfill on my own by the time that I’m old. And the dinosaurs bit it but
Mother Nature was in no danger when the hot rock hit the hot rock, she was born
from a big-bang-explosion, and she always has the time…
Donald Trump

Je connais votre ville grace a ses fruits de saison. When I came here, it was the
grapes and the persimmons, (when I got here).
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Louise Kim

open any door and
i’ll be on the other side
crying. castle and
rook. protection and
projection. illuminate
and reciprocate.
checkmate the binary
of green and blue.
a plate of planetary
hypnosis. is it a face
or a fountain? is it a
girl or a man? the
fountainhead, not the face.
the lunation, the man
on the moon, the last
testament. the man
or the moon sees
me weeping and doesn’t
ask if i am okay.
it hurts and i keep
it to myself anyways.
writers are always writing
in their hearts until they
die. pneumonia, heart
fatigue, suicide.
my copy of anna
karenina is wet with
tea and did you think
it would be tears?
bishop embodies greek
yogurt with lemon curd.
reach into the baby jar —
jar where you keep the
babies. once a pawn,
now a queen. stab me
in the heart and i will
regrow two. it’s like
shedding teeth,
you see—
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checkmate

Nina Yushan Lai

DongXiNanBei
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Adrian Ernesto Cepeda

I Once Saw Frida Kahlo
I heard the Lady under
the old Mexican mausoleum
in tune with the purest
marble, Deco meringue
interior, sweeping tastes
of glass decorated of
Rivera, the art culminating
in a sanctuary of pantheon
lights that sumptuous murals
of magnifĳicent woman
volcanoes of Mexico. Kahlo
entered jangling metallic
jewelry, in concert look,
discover her rhythms beyond
the orchestra sounds, physical
the noise goddess, mother
of serpents, bloody brooch
lacerated Aztec vulture rooted
herself deity of pectorals
transforming claws like
Cleopatra, her self, depicting
a spectacular century woman
her infĳinite body corsets
shriveled broken protected
the cartwheels dusk of moon
devouring light showing
Kahlo supreme fĳine
smoking upwards, her
wings announced a magnetism,
like the throb exhibiting Frida
as the butterfly, Goddess.

Oormila Vijayakrishnan Prahlad

Zygomaticus

Believe me when I say—I want to smile freely,
naturally—with fully parted lips, shed pangs
of self-consciousness—reveal teeth—exorcise
memories of words lamenting my misshapen
pearls—my stumps driven into rugged gums,
set in wastelands, cinnabar red—
mufffle unkind voices chanting
how girls of my ilk should remember
to purse poorly formed mouths, drape
zigzagged pips with lips—conceal
my anemone of malformed enamel.
Cloak the abominations you cannot rectify—they told me—
Expansive smiles are for queens blessed with flawless nacre.
Shrink shrink shrink! you unfortunate, blighted little seed.
I believed. And the mirror became my friend—
I choreographed my facial gestures, taught
my zygomaticus unnatural ways
to stretch, tilled the landscape
to a tolerable countenance—
learned new muscle memory.

Cento poem from Carlos Fuentes Introduction in The Diaries of Frida Kahlo
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Lily Inskip-Shesnicky

mirror

We drip in the wall
keep tenets awake
let our hair grow long
so we might caress it as we bathe
in the dark
in the silence
it’s like touching yourself
for the fĳirst time
and thinking—
this is me—
only to be swallowed by shame.
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Savannah Calhoun

In My 4x3
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Sam Moe

Dicentra
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Winter

Summer

I am in love with the sous-chef & her flower bundles she brought for a
candy special, I watch as she coats peach and lilac in a thin cloak of
sugar, she wears arrows in her ears, and I feel bad my arms are empty. I
peel nail polish from my cuticles, I am as lost as I was months ago, when
all this fĳirst began, my heart is always too afffected by food, I have
recurring dreams about organs coated in apple skins and necklaces of
pear seeds, I wake starving, I can’t remember if it’s December or spring, I
don’t want to be alone.

June nights I have a dream I try to put mascara on. The brush
accidentally touches my nose and flowers begin to spill from my face. I
doodle the word bloom on the insides of my fĳingers, I think about your
heart for hours. Maybe my memories are meant to be doughy in the
summertime, what month is it anyway? I’ll lay out my feelings and flaky
croissant-dough hearts one by one on the table until I fĳigure out what is
true and what is merely a result of the season. I still don’t know what I’m
trying to say to her.

Spring

Fall

I wonder if she would go with me, to the forest of yellow-green leaves,
we could talk about their resemblance to butternut squash, we could be
lit; I used to walk through sprinklers at night, I sat on guard rails and ran
around the woods behind the house, I never knew my way around the
sand, but I didn’t have to, there was always someone near to hold the
flashlight as we walked through the streets. I wish I could listen to bird
songs while we cook, instead I am humming and helping with the honey
jars, there is a breeze from the back door, the wood is chipping and it’s
just as well, this building is faded, smells vaguely of sunscreen and salt,
we lay our bacon out to dry on the back porch, will she recognize me
after time has passed?

It’s late, an evening. When she asks for help I follow her into the walk-in
freezer with a crate, standing quiet as she loads the box with begonias,
clover, fuchsia, hollyhock, linden, roses, bundles of sugar cubes bound
in cloth, a wine made of sunflowers, edible glitter, six ribeye steaks, a
chilled butcher’s knife with the words hello, heaven etched in the side,
overripe cherries, salted cream, fudge, hummingbird cake, sesame oil,
an oyster that someone has written on with sharpie—that says love that I
think we both pretend not to see, and a bottle of horseradish, and a vial
of gold flakes, and a jar of tomato sauce, and a glass orb whose
ingredients need to be shaken up into a braid.
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David Lenna

Visions

losing all bones at once and falling onto the ground only as skin without guts
losing the whole background beneath the body to let it fall endlessly
endless falling through the sky fĳilled with pink cotton wool
falling with the neck onto the top of the original non-oblique guillotine
breaking the head through the plaster wall without a bump
blowing it all up, following the change of outer fĳilm for the new fresh one

Harsimran Juneja

Look Up
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Jade Hidle

Bao Nylon in PDX
What makes us a line is that
I stare at who I follow, her leg
Tattoo of a “Thank You” plastic bag
Knotted into a noose, each wrinkle’s
Waver and crackle inked precise, static.

With her partner’s hand in her back
Pocket, she stares at the other couple
In front of them. He uses his hands
To drag a suitcase and inch forward
Her wheelchair, a leg extended on
Metal hinges and encased in plastic.
An airline employee beckons
And the wheelchaired woman
Switchbacks in line, smiling to
The tattooed couple, to me.

The knotted red smiley face bao nylon
Arms crossed into each others’
Pockets, tattooed couple leans in.
Between them, a phone glow
Illuminates Burton’s curl-lipped,
Wheelchair-bound scientist duped
By the girl who could restitch herself.

Saved
my mom’s floormats
from duck fat and nước mắm
and dim sum grease pooling and
sloshing through styrofoam gaps;
Bound
the pink
origami-d
sachets of
licorice-bitter
Chinese teapills
and seahorse
exoskeletons
to boil and sweat
out fevers;
Jumbled my grandmother’s
collection of orange plastic
prescription pill bottles and
perfumes and candies and
glucometer Tamogochi–her
Rustling and clinking search
half-waking me in the night,
dreaming roots and remedy.

I, too, liked that movie
For its remolding of an American tradition
Into a collectible darkness, where I saw myself
In the Mayor’s swiveling mania and flailing solutions
To a new problem of two worlds.
I, too, want to save turtles from plastic jellyfĳish mimics,
From sufffocating a gaping mouth that doesn’t tell the story of what the bag held,
But I also fĳind myself in their stories of thingness,
Their symbol to my people that we now have things to hold.
For that cartooning of one of my people,
My tempered and tamed and waiting, waiting,
Rage swells, and my eyes well as I barely bow to my elder.
My hand tremors with almost-action,
Then retreat from its hover over her tattooed shoulder fringed by denim.
Why was I was going to make this story mine to carry?
Why knot and noose in front of my smiling elders
Ready to board a plane, again, with hopes of healing.
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Madeline Blair

a girl is a gun
a girl is a gun and i am ultraviolence, baby!
singing hot neon purple that leaves your fĳingertips raw
and bloody like a tiger licking your tight skin
pricking your fĳinger on its sabertooth precision
i have white stripes too and i am not afraid
to slit the crease of my elbow in the kitchen
at your party
making love at the edge of a knife
(carefully)

i tear your veins out with sharp
moon-colored acrylics all talon and sweet claw

and you look at me with stars in your eyes and
for a moment i forget which you i stand before
considering the white
white
flesh of a peach
i cradle the sun in my hands and for a moment
my collarbone wings rev up then long to catch wind
and my sweet boy tells me
come back to earth
so i do and i do
and i do and he grins with such
conviction it’s hard to believe
this bruise is all hickey no recoil
yet i remember things are beautiful
i grin so hard the windows shatter and cry
I DIDN’T MEAN TO
POINT THE LOADED GUN

Ryleigh Walker

I may be cute but
my mind is vicious

AT YOU

it seemed incredulous at the time and my pretty
eyebrows were raised
it felt so out of place
apologizing with no poker face seems ingenuine
but i swear i meant it more than anything else
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Robert Okaji

Even As It Drowns

To end, to hold
an ending
we must fĳirst
begin
the way night begins
ending
day
We enter that gift by exiting
and learn, like the stripped
bud
acceptance
recalling other storms,
lightning, hail
her eyes
realizing

open

Sarah Reagan

that rain quenches
even as it drowns
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POWERPUFF #1
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Luna Maluna Gri
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